
A single page can tell us much about a medieval book. The

materials and decoration are evidence of its quality,

commissioning and purpose; physical details provide clues about

the stages in its production; and the use of colour, script, marginal

notes and other features show how it was meant to be read.

A page from John Gower’s Confessio Amantis (far left) gives a

handsome example of English book production in the early

fifteenth century, with its large leaves, double columns, generous

margins, running titles, colour and use of the distinctive English

script anglicana formata. It is also clearly

unfinished: blank spaces are left in key

sentences for larger more ornate capitals, with

small guide letters present to aid the illustrator.

A closer look reveals other details of the page’s

composition. The scribe has a clearly defined

space of two 46-line columns to write in,

appropriate for the work’s verse form.

Occasionally the text in red which introduces a

passage is compressed, evidence of its later

insertion. Tiny aligned holes on the edge of the parchment leaf show

the ‘pricking’ that guided the ruling. In the bottom right corner the sign

‘t3’ is present, to help the ordering of completed loose leaves for

sewing. Had this been the last page in the quire or ‘gathering’ of

leaves, a ‘catch-word’, anticipating the next gathering, would have

further assisted accurate binding.

Other works show similar evidence of their production and intended

use. Large initials and ‘rubrics’ (directions in red ink) guided the

performers using manuscripts of liturgical music, such as the early

13th century Latin Breviary (above left). The staves were made in red

using a special multi-nib rake or ‘rastrum’. The scribe has worked

around the defect of an early tear in the parchment, which was sewn

before use. Some words have been added between the lines of text.
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John Gower, Confessio Amantis, Book vii,
‘The Education of a King’, extract concerning
astronomy (WLC/LM/8 f.155).

Double pricking holes guide the end of
column ruling.

Guide letter ‘t’ for ‘the’ shows that a
decorative capital was intended.

‘t3’ signature indicates the third leaf of the
20th quire labelled ‘t’ (WLC/LM/8 f.155).

Extract from Latin Breviary with prayers and hymns;
incomplete, c.1190-1210 (WLC/LM/1 f.23).

Catchwords ‘his nayse’ (nose) at the bottom of the page will
be the first words on the next leaf (WLC/LM/8 f.168v).

Section from another leaf, showing a hole in the parchment,
with decoration concealing a further imperfection

(WLC/LM/8 f.67).


